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Abstract

The discretization approach for solving semi-infinite optimization problems is
considered. We are interested in the rate of the approximation error between the
solution of the semi-infinite problem and the solution of the discretized program
depending on the discretization mesh-sized. It will be shown how this rate de-
pends on whether the minimizer is strict of order one or two and on whether the
discretization includes boundary points of the index set in a consistent way. This
is done for common and for generalized semi-infinite problems.
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1 Introduction

A semi-infinite optimization problemis a program with infinitely many constraints,

SIP: min f .x/ subject to x ∈ F = {x ∈ Rn | g.x; y/ ≤ 0; y ∈ Y}
where f; g are given real-valued functions andY⊂ Rm is a compact infinite index set.
A generalization to vector-valued constraintsg is not difficult.

A common approach for solving SIP arediscretization methods(see e.g. [8], [4]
and the references there). In such a method one chooses a finite discretizationYd of Y,
Yd ⊂ Y, and solves the finite program

SIP.Yd/: min f .x/ subject to x ∈ F.Yd/ = {x ∈ Rn | g.x; y/ ≤ 0; y ∈ Yd} :
Throughout the paperd denotes the Hausdorff distance betweenY andYd,

d := dist .Yd;Y/ ; where dist.Yd;Y/ := max
y∈Y

min
ŷ∈Yd

||ŷ− y|| ;

with || · ||, the Euclidean norm. The distanced is a measure for the mesh-size of the
discretization.

Now, let x be a local solution of SIP and supposexd are local solutions of SIP(Yd)
such thatxd→ x for d→ 0. In this paper we are interested in the rate of approximation,
i.e. in the (largest) exponent− > 0 such that

||xd− x|| ≤ O.d− / for d→ 0 :

This question has been studied in the context of linear Chebyshev approximation
(see e.g. [1]). Here, a functionf defined on a compact setY⊂ Rm has to be approxi-
mated by a linear combinationpn.x; y/ =∑n

j=1 xjgj.y/ of functionsgj, i.e. we have
to solve the problem

A(Y) : min
x∈Rn

e.x/ with e.x/ :=max
y∈Y
| f .y/− pn.x; y/| : (1)

Note that this problem is a special instance of a semi-infinite problem. In fact, by
introducing an extra real variablee the problem A(Y) is equivalent with the linear SIP,

SIPA: min
x;e

e s.t. ± . f .y/− pn.x; y// ≤ e for all y ∈ Y :

Let againx be the solution of A(Y) and xd the solutions of A(Yd) on discretiza-
tionsYd of Y. Then the following has been shown in Cheney [1, Chap.3, Sec.6]: If
the functions f; gj are Lipschitz continuous onY and if the space span{g1; : : : ; gn}
satisfies the so-called Haar condition, then with somec> 0,

||xd− x|| ≤ c d for d small enough: (2)
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For the linear Chebyshev approximation on an intervalY= [−1;1], Dunham observed
in [2] that the better estimate

||xd− x|| ≤ O.d2/

holds if the boundary points±1 are contained in the discretizationYd. A similar result
is proven for the complex approximation on a Jordan curve (cf. [3]).

In the present paper we will generalize these results from linear approximation theory
to general (nonlinear) semi-infinite problems and improve the estimates.

It is well-known in approximation theory that the Haar condition implies that the
solutionx of A(Y) is strongly unique (strict of order one), i.e. we have with someq> 0
(cf. (1)),

e.x/− e.x/ ≥ q ||x− x|| for all x ∈ Rn :

More generally for SIP, a feasible pointx ∈ F is said to be a strict local minimizer of
order p= 1 or p= 2 if there is a neighborhoodU of x and a constantq> 0 such that

f .x/− f .x/ ≥ q ||x− x||p for all x ∈ F ∩U : (3)

In the following we will show that the rate of approximation depend firstly on the
order of the minimizer and secondly on the structural quality (not merely on the density
d) of the discretization. Under weak conditions on SIP, without any assumptions onY,
the following rate holds:

||xd− x|| = O.d1=p/ for d→ 0 :

Under additional regularity conditions onY and if we choose the discretizationYd

such that also points on the boundary ofY are included inYd in a consistent way (to be
defined later on) then the rate will be proven to behave as

||xd− x|| = O.d2=p/ for d→ 0 :

Such inequalities have been obtained in [13] for a vector-valued approximation prob-
lem which has been transformed to a semi-infinite problem with index setsY = Sm,
the unit sphere inRm. A related result has been given earlier by Opfer in [10] where a
complex approximation problem let to a SIP withY= S2.

Remark : In approximation theory and semi-infinite optimization, for certain re-
stricted classes of problems, the solution can be shown to be strictly unique of order
one.

For most problem classes however minimizers are of order two. In these cases, in
discretization methods, it is important to choose the discretizationsYd in such a way
that the rate

||xd− x|| = O.d/ for d→ 0
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is obtained and not the slow rate||xd − x|| = O.
√

d/. The latter would lead to an
extremely inefficient method.

Note that it can be shown, that generically in SIP, if all problem functions are
smooth enough, a minimizer is either strict of order one or strict of order two.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly survey results in discretiza-
tion methods related to our study and present a motivating example. In Section 3 we
give the main results on the rate of the error||xd − x|| for problems SIP. In Section 4
the analysis is extended to semi-infinite problems with variable index sets, also called
generalized SIP.
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2 Discretization method and an example

In this section we briefly describe the discretization method for solving SIP and give
some results related to the investigations of the paper.

A conceptual discretization method proceeds as follows.

Discretization method : Choose a sequence of finite discretizationsYk ⊂ Y such
thatY0 ⊂ Yk and dist.Yk;Y/→ 0, for k→∞. Choose a (small)" > 0 and putk= 0.

Step k: Compute a solutionxk of SIP(Yk). If xk is nearly feasible for SIP in the sense
thatg.xk; y/ ≤ "; y ∈ Y, we stop with the approximate solutionx̂= xk.
Otherwise, go to stepk+ 1.

For a discussion of this method the reader is referred to [8], [11] and for the related
exchange methods to [5], [8]. Implementations of such discretization methods are
developed in [6] and [7].

Note that the problem SIP(Y∗) has a (global) solution if the corresponding feasible
set F.Y∗/ is bounded (compact). So, for the discretization method (and appropriate
exchange methods) the following convergence result holds (see e.g. [8] for a proof).

Theorem 1 Suppose the feasible set F.Y0/ corresponding to the coarsest grid Y0 is
compact. Then all problems SIP(Yk) have solutions xk ∈ F.Y0/ and the sequence{xk}
has an accumulation pointx. Each such accumulation point is a solution of SIP.

In the present paper we do not investigate under which conditions solutionsxk of
SIP(Yk) converge to a solutionx of SIP. In this direction the following has been proven
in [5] for linear SIP, i.e. f .x/ = cTx andg.x; y/ = aT.y/x− b.y/ (a;b continuous):
If

−c ∈ int (cone{a.y/; y ∈ Y}/
then to each solutionxk of SIP(Yk) there is a solutionxk of SIP such that

||xk− xk|| → 0 for k→∞ :

In this paper the following assumption will always hold.

A1 : We have given a problem SIP and discretizationsYd of Y such that withd :=
dist .Y;Yd/ the limit d→ 0 holds. The pointx is a local minimizer of SIP andxd are
local solutions of SIP.Yd/ such that

||xd− x|| → 0 for d→ 0 :

To illustrate the main idea behind the general analysis in the next section we work out
an example. To obtain the improved rate

||xd− x|| = O.d2=p/ for d small ;
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the boundary ofY will play an important role.

For later purposes we define for feasiblex the active index set

Y0.x/ = {y ∈ Y | g.x; y/ = 0} :

Let us consider the semi-infinite program

SIP : min f .x/ := −x1+ x2 s.t. x1.1− y/.1+ y/+ y2.y2− x2/ ≤ 0; y ∈ Y ;

whereY = [−1;1]. We directly findx1 ≤ 0 andx2 ≥ 1 and for any feasiblex with
x := .0;1/,

f .x/− f .x/ = −x1+ x2− 1= |x1| + |x2− 1| ≥ ||x− x|| :
Consequently, the pointx = .0;1/ is the strict minimizer of order one. The active
index set is

Y0.x/ = {0;−1;1} :
Consider now the semi-infinite problem SIP(Yd) on the discretization
Yd = {±d; ±2d; : : : ;±.n− 1/d}, with d := 1

n. The solutionxd is given by the re-
lation (fill in y= ±d; y= ±.1− d/)

x1.1− d2/+ d4− d2x2 = 0

x1d.2− d/+ .1− d/4− .1− d/2x2 = 0 :

We findxd = .x1; x2/ with

x2 =
.1− d/4− d5.2−d/

.1−d/2

.1− d/2− d3.2−d/
1−d2

= 1− 2d+ o.d/; x1 = d2

1− d2
x2− d4

.1− d/2
= d2+ o.d2/

and the linear rate

||xd− x|| = 2d+ o.d/ :

Now, we add the boundary points±1 of Y to the discretization,̂Yd = Yd ∪ {−1;1}.
Recall thaty=±1 are index points, active at the minimizerx. The solution of SIP(̂Yd)
is defined by the relation (fill iny= ±d; y= ±1)

x1.1− d2/+ d4− d2x2 = 0

1− x2 = 0 :

Now, we obtain the solution̂xd = .x̂1; x̂2/ with x̂2 = 1; x̂1 = d2−d4

1−d2 = d2+ o.d2/ and
the quadratic rate

||x̂d− x|| = d2+ o.d2/ :
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This example shows that the active index points on the boundary ofY play a more
crucial role than the inner active points.

To understand this phenomenon, let us fix a solutionxd of SIP(Yd) (which is not
feasible for SIP). Consider the problem

max
y

g.xd; y/ s.t. y ∈ Y= [−1;1] : (4)

Suppose the solutionyd lies in the interior ofY. Then

Dyg.xd; yd/ = 0 : (5)

Choose now a discretization pointŷd ∈ Yd such that|ŷd − yd| ≤ d, which is possible
by the definition ofd. Then, sinceg.xd; ŷd/ ≤ 0 we find (forg ∈ C2)

g.xd; yd/ ≤ g.xd; yd/− g.xd; ŷd/

= Dyg.xd; yd/.yd− ŷd/+ 1
2

D2
yg.xd; yd/.yd− ŷd/

2+ o..yd − ŷd/
2/

= O..yd− ŷd/
2/ = O.d2/ : (6)

If the solutionyd of (4) is a boundary pointy= ±1 andyd is not included inYd (i.e.
possibly|ŷd − yd| = d) then instead of (5) (in general) we haveDyg.xd; yd/ 6= 0 and
instead of (6) we only obtain

g.xd; yd/ ≤ g.xd; yd/− g.xd; ŷd/ = Dyg.xd; yd/.yd− ŷd/+ o..yd− ŷd// = O.d/ :

So, it is crucial to add ‘boundary points’ to the discretization ofY.
In the next section, also for index setsY in higher dimensions, it is shown how the

approximation rate||xd − x|| can be doubled if discretization points on the boundary
of Y are included into the discretizationYd in a certain way.

3 Rate of approximation

Let throughout this section the assumption A1 hold. We are now going to analyze how
fast the error||xd− x|| tends to zero with the mesh-sized.

The functiong.x; y/ is said to be Lipschitz continuous nearx w.r.t. Y if there exist
" > 0 andL > 0 such that

|g.x; y/− g.x; ŷ/| ≤ L||y− ŷ|| for all y; ŷ ∈ Y; ||x− x|| < " :
Note that this condition is fulfilled ifg is continuously differentiable onRn×Rm. We
begin with a general lemma.

Lemma 1 Let g be Lipschitz continuous nearx w.r.t. Y. Then there existŽ > 0, L> 0
such that for all d; 0< d< Ž we have

g.xd; y/ ≤ L d for all y ∈ Y :
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PROOF : Let yd be a solution of maxy∈Y g.xd; y/ and letŷd be a point inYd such that
||ŷd− yd|| ≤ d. By Lipschitz continuity ofg and usingg.xd; ŷd/ ≤ 0 we find

g.xd; yd/ ≤ g.xd; yd/− g.xd; ŷd/ ≤ L||ŷd − yd|| ≤ L d

with L > 0 for ||xd− x|| small enough. 2

Under additional regularity conditions onY and if, roughly speaking, the boundary of
Y is also taken in consideration, the inequality in Lemma 1 can be sharpened to

g.xd; y/ ≤ L d2 for all y ∈ Y ;

(cf. the illustrative example of Section 2). To do so we have to introduce assumptions
on g;Y;Yd.

A2 : Let the following hold:

(Þ) There is a neighborhoodU of x such that the functionD2
yg.x; y/ is continuous

onU × Y. (This implies thatg is Lipschitz continuous nearx w.r.t. Y.)

(þ) The index setY⊂Rm is compact, non-empty and explicitly given as the solution
set of inequalities,

Y= {y ∈ Rm | vi.y/ ≤ 0; i ∈ I } ;
whereI is a finite index set andvi ∈ C2.Y/.

() The Mangasarian Fromovitz Constraint Qualification(MFCQ) holds forY:
For anyy ∈ Y with the active index set I.y/ := {i ∈ I | vi.y/ = 0} there ex-
ists a vector� = �.y/ such hat

Dvi.y/� < 0; i ∈ I .y/ : (7)

The Linear Independency Constraint Qualification(LICQ) is said to hold forY, if for
any y ∈ Y the vectors

Dvi.y/; i ∈ I .y/ ; are linearly independent: (8)

Note that the condition LICQ is stronger than MFCQ.

Consider for fixedx under assumptions A2 the so-called lower level problem

Q.x/ : max
y

g.x; y/ s.t. vi.y/ ≤ 0; i ∈ I :

By MFCQ (see (7)), at a solutiony of Q.x/ necessarily the Kuhn-Tucker condition

Dyg.x; y/−
∑

i∈ I .y/

¼i Dvi.y/ = 0

holds with Lagrange multipliers¼i ≥ 0. We need a result on the uniformly bounded-
ness of the Lagrange multipliers.
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Lemma 2 Suppose, the assumption A2 holds for Y; g; vi . Let C⊂ Rn be compact.
Then, there existsÞ > 0 such that for any x∈ C; y ∈ Y and¼ ≥ 0 satisfying

Dyg.x; y/−
∑

i∈ I .y/

¼i Dvi.y/ = 0

we have||¼|| ≤ Þ.

PROOF : Assume that on the contrary there are sequences{xk}; {yk}; {¼k}, xk ∈
C; yk ∈ Y and¼k ≥ 0 such that

Dyg.xk; yk/−
∑

i∈ I .yk/

¼k
i Dvi.yk/ = 0 (9)

and||¼k|| → ∞ for k→∞. We divide (9) by||¼k|| and choose an appropriate sub-
sequence such thatxk¹ → x̂ ∈ C, yk¹ → ŷ ∈ Y, I0 = I .yk¹ / (same index set) and
¼

k¹
i =||¼k¹

i || → ¼̂i, i ∈ I0. By continuity it follows I0 ⊂ I . ŷ/ and we find from (9)
for k¹→∞,

−
∑
i∈ I0

¼̂i Dvi. ŷ/ = 0

with ¼̂ 6= 0. By multiplying this relation with the MFCQ-vector̂� in A2(), using
¼̂ ≥ 0, we are led to the contradiction

0= −
∑
i∈ I0

¼̂i Dvi. ŷ/�̂ > 0 :

2

Motivated by the example in Section 2 we now pay attention to the boundary of the
index setY and consider all boundary parts of all ’dimensions’ inY.

To that end let us fix a subsetI∗ ⊂ I such that there exists a pointy∗ ∈ Y with
I∗ = I .y∗/. The set

f∗ := {y ∈ Y | vi.y/ = 0; i ∈ I∗}
defines a subset ofY. There are finitely many such index setsI∗, sayI1; I2; : : : ; Ik with
corresponding subsets ofY,

fl := {y ∈ Y | vi.y/ = 0; i ∈ Il} ; l = 1; : : : ; k ; (10)

satisfying fl ∩ Y 6= ∅. For I1 := ∅, for example,f1 defines the whole setY. If Il 6= ∅,
then fl defines a boundary-part ofY. Note that sinceY 6= ∅, for y ∈ Y, by MFCQ the
systemDvi.y/� ≤ −1; i ∈ I .y/, has a solution�. Thus, in view of

vi.y+ t�/ = vi.y/+ tDvi.y/�+ o.t/ ≤ −t+ o.t/ < 0 ; i ∈ I .y/ ;
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for all sufficiently smallt > 0, (every component of) the setY has interior points.

Remark : Suppose that instead of the assumption MFCQ in A2() the stronger
LICQ holds forY. Then, consider any pointy ∈ fl , l ∈ {1; : : : ; k} with Il = I .y/. By
LICQ, the gradientsDvi.y/; i ∈ Il , are linearly independent and by using the implicit
function theorem, locally neary, the set fl defines a manifold inRm of dimension
m− |Il |. With regard to the geometry of polyhedra we can call these setsfl faces ofY
of dimensionm− |Il |.

Under the weaker MFCQ the setsfl may have a more complicated structure. We
however will use the term ’faces’ for the setsfl also in this case.

We introduce an assumption on the discretizationYd.

A3 : SupposeY satisfies A2 and the setsfl ; l = 1; : : : ; k, (see (10)) define the subsets
of Y as constructed above. We assume that the discretizationYd is chosen such that

max
y∈ fl

min
ŷ∈Yd∩ fl

||ŷ− y|| ≤ d for all l = 1; : : : ; k, and alld :

This means that on all ’faces’ ofY of all ’dimensions’, discretization points are chosen
with mesh-sized.

Rmark : For the index setY= {y∈ R2 | |yi | ≤ 1; i = 1;2} for instance, a discretiza-
tion Yd in A3 means, that points on the faces ‘yi = ±1’ have to be included and the 4
verticesy= .±1;±1/ must be added toYd.

We are now able to sharpen the result of Lemma 1.

Theorem 2 Let A1, A2 and A3 hold. Then with the local solutions xd of SIP(Yd) for
some L> 0 we have for small d,

max
y∈Y

g.xd; y/ ≤ L d2 :

PROOF : Givend small, letyd be a solution of

max
y

g.xd; y/ s.t. vi.y/ ≤ 0; i ∈ I :

Thenyd is contained in some facefl , l = l(d), with Il = I .yd/ andyd must also be a
local solution of

max
y

g.xd; y/ s.t. vi.y/ ≤ 0; i ∈ Il :

By MFCQ (see A2()), yd satisfies the Kuhn-Tucker condition

Dyg.xd; yd/−
∑
i∈ Il

¼d
i Dvi.yd/ = 0
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with ¼d ≥ 0. By Lemma 2 the sequence¼d is bounded,||¼d|| ≤ K for d→ 0. In view
of A3 (for anyd) there is a discretization pointŷd ∈ fl ∩ Yd such that||ŷd − yd|| ≤ d.
Thus usingvi.yd/ = vi. ŷd/ = 0; i ∈ Il , for d small we find

g.xd; yd/ ≤ g.xd; yd/− g.xd; ŷd/−
∑
i∈ Il

¼d
i

(
vi.yd/− vi. ŷd/

)
=

(
Dyg.xd; yd/−

∑
i∈ Il

¼d
i Dvi.yd/

)
.yd− ŷd/

+1
2
.yd− ŷd/

T

(
D2

yg.xd; yd/−
∑
i∈ Il

¼d
i D2vi.yd/

)
.yd − ŷd/

+ o .||yd − ŷd||2/
≤ L ||yd − ŷd||2/ ≤ Ld2

with someL > 0. 2

In the next step, from the solutionxd of SIP(Yd) we construct a nearby pointx̂d which
is feasible for SIP(Y). To achieve this we assume that theMangasarian Fromovitz
Constraint Qualification(MFCQ) is valid forx : There there exists a vector¾ ∈ Rm

such that

Dxg.x; y/ ¾ ≤ −� < 0; for all y ∈ Y0.x/ ; (11)

with Y0.x/, the active index set. Note that for semi-infinite formulations of Chebyshev
approximation problems the MFCQ is automatically fulfilled at any feasible pointx.

A4 : We assume thatDxg.x; y/ is continuous onU × Y, whereU is a neighborhood
of x. Let moreover MFCQ be valid at the local minimizerx of SIP.

Lemma 3 Suppose, A4 holds and with some > 0, c1 > 0 we have

max
y∈Y

g.xd; y/ ≤ c1d
 ; for d small:

Then there exists² > 0 such that with the MFCQ-vector¾ in (11), for small d, the
pointsx̂d := xd+ ²d¾ are feasible for SIP, i.e.

g.x̂d; y/ ≤ 0 ; y ∈ Y :

PROOF : We proceed in two steps. Firstly, for" > 0 we consider the relative open set
Y"0 .x/ := {y ∈ Y | ||y− y|| < " for somey ∈ Y0.x/}. By MFCQ using the continuity
of Dxg there is some" > 0 such that

Dxg.x; y/¾ ≤ −�
2

for y ∈ Y"0 .x/; ||x− x|| < " :
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Thus if ||²d¾|| < ", for all y ∈ Y"0 .x/ and smalld we find,

g.x̂d; y/ = g.xd; y/+ ²dDxg.xd; y/¾+ o.²d /

≤ c1d
 − ²�

2
d + o.²d / (12)

= d.c1− ²�2/+ o.²d / ≤ 0

if we choose²; ²�2 > c1.
Secondly, we consider the compact setY \ Y"0 .x/. By continuity of g for given

" > 0 there exists"1 > 0 such that

g.x; y/ < 0 for all y ∈ Y \ Y"0 .x/; ||x− x|| < "1 :

Together with (12) we findg.x̂d; y/ ≤ 0; y ∈ Y, for x̂d if

||x̂d− x|| = ||xd− x+ ²d¾|| ≤ ||xd− x|| + ²d||¾|| < min{"; "1} :

2

Note that sinceYd is contained inY, for the object values ofx andxd we trivially have

f .x/ ≥ f .xd/ :

We also will assume that the object functionf is Lipschitz continuous nearx : There
exist" > 0 andL f > 0 such that

| f .x̂/− f .x/| ≤ L f ||x̂− x|| for all ||x̂− x||; ||x− x||;< " :

By combining the preceding lemmas we obtain a result on the errorf .x/− f .xd/.

Corollary 1 Suppose A1, A4 hold and f is Lipschitz continuous nearx. Then we
have.

(a) There is some c2 > 0 such that for all d small enough,

0≤ f .x/− f .xd/ ≤ c2d :

(b) If in addition, A2 and A3 is satisfied for Y;Yd, then with some c3 > 0 the inequal-
ity

0≤ f .x/− f .xd/ ≤ c3d
2

is valid for small d.
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PROOF : By MFCQ, using Lemma 1, Lemma 3 we find with = 1 that for some
² > 0 the pointsxd+ ²d¾ are feasible,

g.xd+ ²d¾; y/ ≤ 0; y ∈ Y;

if d is small. This implies by Lipschitz continuity off ,

f .x/− f .xd/ ≤ f .xd+ ²d¾/− f .xd/ = O.d /

Under the assumptions A2, A3 by using Theorem 2 instead of Lemma 1 we obtain the
same relation with = 2. 2

The behavior of the error||xd − x|| depends on the type of the local minimizerx,
namely on the fact whetherx is a strict local minimizer of orderp = 1 or of order
p= 2.

Theorem 3 Suppose that the assumptions of Corollary 1 hold. Then ifx is a strict
local minimizer of order p= 1 or p= 2 we have:

(a) There is some¦2 > 0 such that for all d

||xd− x|| ≤ ¦1 d1=p :

(b) If in addition A2 and A3 is satisfied for Y;Yd, then with some¦2 > 0 the inequal-
ity

||xd− x|| ≤ ¦2 d2=p

is valid.

PROOF : By Corollary 1, with = 1 in (a) or = 2 in (b) the vectorsxd+ ²d¾ are
feasible for SIP and with the factorq in (3) we obtain

||xd+ ²d¾− x||p ≤ f .xd+ ²d¾/− f .x/
q

= f .xd+ ²d¾/− f .xd/

q
− f .x/− f .xd/

q
= O.d / :

Finally, we find in all casesp;  = 1;2 the relation

||xd− x|| ≤ ||xd+ ²d¾− x|| + ||²d¾|| = O.d=p/+O.d / = O.d=p/ :

2
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Remark : In our analysis, for brevity, we did not consider equality constraints for the
definition ofY (and/orF). If for example the index setY is defined by

Y= {y ∈ Rm | uj.y/ = 0; j ∈ J; vi.y/ ≤ 0; i ∈ I } ;
then, all results of this section remain valid if the condition MFCQ in (7) is modified
as follows: For anyy ∈ Y the vectorsDuj.y/; j ∈ J are linearly independent and
there exists a vector� = �.y/ such hat

Duj.y/ � = 0; j ∈ J; Dvi.y/ � < 0; i ∈ I .y/ :

Remark : It is clear from the analysis in this section, that it is sufficient to choose the
discretization points only in the neighborhood of the active point setY0.x/ (not known
in advance). This observation is important if for solving SIP we use an exchange
method which in each step implicitly calculates approximations of the active index
points.

Remark : As a special case, the following result is contained in the analysis above.
Consider for" > 0 the problem

SIP": min f .x/ subject to x ∈ F" = {x ∈ Rn | g.x; y/ ≤ "; y ∈ Y} :
This means, that the constraints only have to be satisfied approximately. Assume that
with a local minimizerx of SIP of orderp = 1 or p = 2 and local solutionsx" of
SIP.Y" / we havex"→ x for "→ 0. Then with some¦ > 0 the following rate holds:

||x" − x|| ≤ ¦ "1=p

4 Semi-infinite problems with variable index sets

In this section we extend the previous results to the case of semi-infinite problems of
the form

GSIP: min f .x/ s.t. x ∈ F = {x ∈ Rn | g.x; y/ ≤ 0; y ∈ Y.x/}
with index setsY.x/ ⊂ Rm depending onx. Such programs are also calledgeneralized
semi-infinite problems.

These semi-infinite problems with variable index sets may have a much more com-
plicated structure than common SIP. For a discussion of GSIP we refer e.g. to [12] and
[14]. For example, the feasible setF of GSIP needs not to be closed if the set-valued
mappingY.x/ is not continuous. So in the following we will assume:

Y : Rn→ 2R
r
; Y.x/ ⊂ C0; for all x ∈ Rn with C0 ⊂ Rm compact (13)

and that the mappingY is continuous onRn.
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Discretization methods for GSIP have been considered in [15]. Let as for SIP be
chosen finite discretizationsYd.x/ ⊂ Y.x/; x ∈ Rn, and let GSIP(Yd) denote the finite
problem with the index-setYd.x/ and corresponding feasible setF.Yd/. To have a
closed feasible setF.Yd/ also the discretizationsYd.x/ must be continuous inx (see
[15] for details). So, we assume, that the discretizations are given by

Yd.x/ = {yj
d.x/; j = 1; : : : ; jd}; x ∈ Rn ;

with continuous functionsyj
d : Rn→ C0; , yj

d.x/ ∈ Y.x/. For a result as in Theorem 1
we refer to [15, Th.2].

As before we assume

A1G : Let x be a local minimizer of GSIP and letxd be local solutions of GSIP.Yd/

such that

||xd− x|| → 0 for d→ 0 :

Here we assume thatNx ⊂ Rn is a (fixed) compact set withx as inner point andd is
defined by

d=max
x∈Nx

dist.Yd.x/;Y.x// :

We are again interested in the rate of the error||xd− x|| and we are going to generalize
the results of Section 3 to semi-infinite problems with variable index sets. Firstly we
extend Lemma 1.

Lemma 4 Let g be Lipschitz continuous nearx w.r.t. C0. Then there existŽ > 0, L> 0
such that for all d; 0< d< Ž we have

g.xd; y/ ≤ L d for all y ∈ Y.xd/ :

PROOF : Let yd be a solution of maxy∈Y.xd/ g.xd; y/ and let ŷd be a point inYd.xd/

such that||ŷd − yd|| ≤ d. By Lipschitz continuity ofg we findg.xd; yd/ ≤ L d as in
the proof of Lemma 1. 2

The assumption A2 has to be modified.

A2G : Let the following hold:

(Þ) The condition as in A2(Þ) is satisfied withY replaced byC0.

(þ) The index setY.x/ is given by

Y.x/ = {y ∈ Rm | vi.x; y/ ≤ 0; i ∈ I } ;
whereI is a finite index set andvi ∈ C2.Rn×C0/.
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() MFCQ holds forY.x/: For anyy ∈ Y.x/ there exists a vector� = �.y/ such
that

Dyvi.x; y/ � < 0; i ∈ I .x; y/ := {i ∈ I | vi.x; y/ = 0} : (14)

LICQ is modified accordingly.

It is not difficult to show that MFCQ (and LICQ) are stable in the following sense
(we omit the proof).

Lemma 5 Let MFCQ hold for Y.x/. Then there exists"0 > 0 such that for anŷx,
||x̂− x|| ≤ "0 and anyŷ ∈ Y.x̂/ there is a vector̂� satisfying

Dyvi.x̂; ŷ/ �̂ < 0; i ∈ I .x̂; ŷ/ : (15)

Note, that the condition MFCQ in A2G ./ is a natural condition implying that locally
nearx the index setY.x/ is continuous.

Again, we consider for fixedx under assumptions A2G the parametric problem

Q.x/ : max
y

g.x; y/ s.t. vi.x; y/ ≤ 0; i ∈ I : (16)

Under MFCQ at a solutiony of Q.x/ the Kuhn-Tucker condition must hold:

Dyg.x; y/−
∑

i∈ I .x;y/

¼i Dyvi.x; y/ = 0 with ¼i ≥ 0 :

Lemma 6 Suppose the assumption A2G holds. Let"0 > 0 be as in Lemma 5. Then,
there existsÞ > 0 such that for any x; ||x− x|| ≤ "0 , y∈ Y.x/ and¼ ≥ 0 satisfying

Dyg.x; y/−
∑

i∈ I .x;y/

¼i Dyvi.x; y/ = 0

we have||¼|| ≤ Þ.

PROOF : Suppose on the contrary, that there are sequences{xk}, {yk}, {¼k}, ||xk −
x|| ≤ "0, yk ∈ Y.xk/ and¼k ≥ 0 such that

Dyg.xk; yk/−
∑

i∈ I .xk;yk/

¼k
i Dyvi.xk; yk/ = 0

and||¼k|| →∞ for k→∞. Then as in the proof of Lemma 2, for accumulation points
x̂; ||x̂− x|| ≤ "0, ŷ ∈ Y.x̂/, ¼̂i ≥ 0, i ∈ I0 and I0 ⊂ I .x̂; ŷ/ we find

−
∑
i∈ I0

¼̂i Dyvi.x̂; ŷ/ = 0

with ¼̂ 6= 0 and by multiplying this relation with the MFCQ-vector�̂ in (15) we obtain
a contradiction. 2
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For Il ⊂ I we also can define the subsets ofY.x/,

fl .x/ := {y ∈ Y.x/ | vi.x; y/ = 0; i ∈ Il}; x ∈ Rn ; l = 1; : : : ; k ;

which now are depending onx.

A3G : Suppose that the discretizationYd is chosen such that for alll = 1; : : : ; k, and
all d with the setNx in A1G we have

max
y∈ fl .x/

min
ŷ∈Yd.x/∩ fl .x/

||ŷ− y|| ≤ d for all x ∈ Nx :

Theorem 4 Let A1G, A2G and A3G hold. Then with the local solutions xd of GSIP(Yd)
for some L> 0 we have

max
y∈Y.xd/

g.xd; y/ ≤ L d2 :

PROOF : The proof is a straightforward modification of the proof of Theorem 2.2

Concerning a result as in Lemma 3, the situation is more complicated for semi-infinite
problems with variable index sets. To prove such a result we have to strengthen the
assumptions. We will assume that the so-calledreduction approachis possible nearx
(see e.g. [9], [14]).

Note that by definition of the active index setY0.x/= {y ∈ Y.x/ | g.x; y/= 0}, for
feasiblex, any pointy ∈ Y0.x/ is a global solution of the finite optimization problem
Q.x/ in (16).

We make the following assumptions.

Ared: Let the functionsg; vi be twice continuously differentiable onU ×C0, where
U is a neighborhood ofx. Suppose for anyy ∈ Y0.x/ ( i.e. a solutiony of Q.x/ ):

(Þ) LICQ: Dyvi.x; y/; i ∈ I .x; y/ are linearly independent.

(þ) Kuhn-Tucker condition

Dyg.x; y/−
∑

i∈ I .x;y/

¼i Dyvi.x; y/:

with ¼i > 0; i ∈ I .x; y/, (strict complementary slackness).

(Ž) A certain second order sufficiency condition on the Hessian of the Lagrange
function (see e.g. [14]).

It can be proven, that under these conditions Ared the setY0.x/ is finite, Y0.x/ =
{y1; : : : ; yr}, and that there is a neighborhoodU of x such that with local maximizer
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functionsyj.x/ ∈ C1.U/; yj.x/ = yj; j = 1; : : : ; r , of Q.x/, locally onU, GSIP is
equivalent with the smooth finite problem (reduced problem):

GSIPloc.x/ : min f .x/ s.t. gj.x/ := g.x; yj.x// ≥ 0; j = 1; : : : ; r:

For the functionsgj the relation

Dgj.x/ = Dxg.x; yj /−
∑

i∈ I .x;yj /

¼
j
i Dxvi.x; yj /:

holds with the Lagrange-functions corresponding to the maximizeryj ∈ Y0.x/.

The MFCQ has now to be modified: We say that MFCQG is valid for x if there
exists a vector¾ ∈ Rm such that

Dgj.x/ ¾ ≤ −� < 0; for all j = 1; : : : ; r : (17)

Lemma 7 Suppose Ared, MFCQG is valid at the local minimizerx of GSIP and with
some > 0, c1 > 0 we have

max
y∈Y.xd/

g.xd; y/ ≤ c1d
 ; for sufficiently small d:

Then there exists² > 0 such that with the MFCQ-vector¾ in (17), for small d, the
pointsx̂d := xd+ ²d¾ are feasible for GSIP, i.e.

g.x̂d; y/ ≤ 0 ; y ∈ Y.x̂d/ :

PROOF : By the reduction assumption Ared for x nearx for any¦ ∈ R we have

g.x; y/ ≤ ¦ ; y ∈ Y.x/ is equivalent with gj.x/ ≤ ¦; j = 1; : : : ; r :

Using the continuity ofDgj, by MFCQG there exists" > 0 such that

Dgj.x/¾ ≤ −�2 for j = 1; : : : ; p ; x; ||x− x|| < " :

Now we find for all j = 1; : : : ; r ,

gj.x̂d/ = gj.xd/+ ²dDg.xd/¾+ o.²d /

≤ c1d
 − ²�

2
d + o.²d / (18)

= d.c1− ²�2/+ o.²d / ≤ 0

if we choose²; ²�2 > c1 andd small enough. This shows thatx̂d is feasible. 2

The generalization of Corollary 1 and Theorem 3 is again straightforward. We only
give
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Theorem 5 Suppose A1G, Ared, MFCQG hold and f is Lipschitz continuous atx.
Then ifx is a strict local minimizer of order p= 1 or p= 2 we have :

(a) There is some¦2 > 0 such that for all d

||xd− x|| ≤ ¦1 d1=p :

(b) If in addition A2G and A3G is satisfied for Y;Yd, then with some¦2 > 0 the
inequality

||xd− x|| ≤ ¦2 d2=p

is valid.
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